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For bounded Lebesgue measurable functions :, ; on the unit circle, S:, ;=
:P++;P& is called a singular integral operator, where P+ is an analytic projection
and P& is a co-analytic projection. We study one-weighted norm inequalities of
S:, ; on L2(W). We introduce a class HSr of weights with r=|:&;|&:&;& in
order to characterize those weights. For example, we show that S:, ; is bounded
with respect to a weight W if and only if W belongs to HSr or |:&;| W#0. If r
is a nonzero constant, then HSr is just a well-known class of weights due to H. Helson
and G. Szego (Ann. Mat. Pura Appl. 51 (1960), 107138). Moreover we study the
Koosis-type problem of two weights of S:, ; and get very simple necessary and sufficient
conditions for such weights.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let m denote the normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit circle T. Let
A be the disc algebra, that is, A is the algebra of all continuous functions
on T whose negative Fourier coefficients are zero. For 0< p<, the
Hardy space H p is the closure of A in L p=L p(m), and H is the weak*-
closure of A in L=L(m). A function Q in H  is an inner function if
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|Q|=1 a.e. A function h is an outer function if there exists a real function
t in L1 and a real constant c such that h=et+it~ +ic, where t~ denotes the har-
monic conjugate function of t with t~ (0)=0. Let A0 be the subspace of all
functions in A whose mean value is zero, and let A 0 be the subspace of
all complex conjugates of functions in A0 . Let S be the singular integral
operator defined by
Sf (‘)=
1
?i |T
f (z)
z&‘
dz
the integral being a Cauchy principal value. If f is in L1, then Sf (‘) exists
for almost everywhere ‘ on T, and Sf (‘) is a measurable function. We shall
define the analytic projection P+ and co-analytic projection P& by
P+=(I+S)2, P&=(I&S)2,
where I denotes the identity operator. Then
(P+&P&) f (‘)=Sf (‘)=i f (‘)+|
T
f dm.
For functions : and ; in L,
S:, ;=:P++;P&=
:&;
2
S+
:+;
2
I
is called a singular integral operator [3]. For a nonnegative function W
in L1, put
L2(W )=L2(W dm) and & f &W={|T | f | 2 W dm=
12
.
In this paper, we consider the HelsonSzego type problem of one weight
of S:, ; . We treat the one-weighted norm inequalities as
&S:, ; f &WC & f &W
and
&S:, ; f &W$ & f &W ,
where C and $ are positive constants. The first one-weighted inequality was
studied by Helson and Szego [4] when :=1 and ;=0 or :=1 and
;=&1. Then they introduced a class HS of weights which satisfy such an
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inequality. In Section 3 of this paper, we show that the first one-weighted
inequality is true for some positive constant C if and only if the weight W
belongs to a class HSr of weights with r=|:&;|&:&;& or if |:&;| W#0.
HSr contains HS and if r is a positive constant, then HSr=HS [see
Section 2]. In Section 2, we study the relation between HSr and the (A2, r)
condition which is called the weighted (A2) condition. The (A2) condition
was introduced by Rosenblum in his study of the weighted continuity for
the Poisson transform, and then used by Muckenhoupt (before [5]) for
the maximal function. Hunt et al. [5] showed that HS consists of weights
which satisfy the (A2) condition. Nakazi and Yamamoto [8] and Yamamoto
[12] studied the first one-weighted inequality for C=1. They gave
necessary and sufficient conditions that are more complicated than HSr . A
class of weights was introduced in [12]. Our class HSr is larger and more
simple than that. The second one-weighted inequality was studied by
Rochberg [10] when the weight W is in HS. Yamamoto [11] and Nakazi
[7] studied it in some special cases. In Section 4 of this paper, we give a
simple necessary and sufficient condition for the second one-weighted
inequality for some positive constant =, when ess.inf |:&;|>0.
In this paper, we consider the Koosis-type problem of two weights, that
is, given a nonnegative function W in L1 find necessary and sufficient
conditions on W such that there exists a nonnegative and nonzero function
U satisfying one of the following two-weighted norm inequalities:
&S:, ; f &U& f &W
and
&S:, ; f &W& f &U .
The first two-weighted inequality was studied by P. Koosis [6] when :=1
and ;=0 or :=1 and ;=&1. He showed that there exists a nonzero
function U if and only if W&1 belongs to L1. In Section 3, we can show
that this type theorem is true for functions : and ; in L. The second two-
weighted inequality has never been studied before. In Section 4, we give a
very simple necessary and sufficient condition for that there exists a nonzero
function U for the second one. There is a different problem; that is, given
nonnegative function W and U in L1 find necessary and sufficient conditions
on W and U such that one of the two-weighted norm inequalities above
holds. This problem was solved in the particular case of :=1 and ;=&1
by Cotlar and Sadosky using their lifting theorem. Since this problem
becomes very complicated in the general case of :, ; # L, we do not consider
this problem. In this paper, the CotlarSadosky lifting theorem [1] is
essential and is used several times.
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2. WEIGHTED HELSONSZEGO OR (A2) CONDITION
In this section, we define a class HSr of weights which is called a weighted
HelsonSzego class, and a class A2, r of weights which satisfy the weighted
(A2) condition. We will show A2, r $HSr . The weighted HelsonSzego
class will be used later. Let r be a function in L with 0r1,
W # HSr if and only if W=eu+v~ ,
where u and v are real functions in L1 with |v|?2, and there exists a
finite constant #>0 such that
r2eu# cos v and e&u# cos v.
W # A2, r if and only if there exists a finite constant #>0 such that
W&1 # L1 and
r2W@(a) W &1@(a)# (a # D).
D denotes the open unit disc and V is the harmonic extension to D of a
function V in L1. W # HS if and only if W=eu+v~ where u and v are real
functions in L with &v&<?2 (see [4]). W # HS1 if and only if W=eu+v~
where u and v are real functions in L1 with |v|?2, and there exists a
finite constant #>0 such that
2e&u+eu# cos v.
Hence, if r#1 then HSr=HS and A2, r=A2 . The set A2 is the well
known class of weights which satisfy the (A2) condition and HS=A2 (see
[5, Theorem 2]).
Theorem 1. Let r and r$ be functions in L with 0r1 and 0r$1.
(1) A2, r $HSr $HS. In particular, if W # HSr then both r2W and
W&1 belong to L1.
(2) If rr$ is bounded, then HSr$ HSr and hence if both rr$ and r$r
are bounded, then HSr$=HSr .
(3) If r&1 is bounded, then A2, r=A2=HS=HSr .
(4) If r#0, then A2, r & L1=HSr & L1.
(5) If r&2  p>1 L
p, then HSr {HS and hence A2, r {A2 .
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(6) W # HSr if and only if there exists a nonzero function V # L1 and
a real constant c such that
1
#
r2WV#W and (V +c)2#VW
for some positive constant #.
Proof. (1) If W=eu+v~ , u # L and &v&<?2, then cos v$>0 for
some constant $, eu # L and e&u # L. Hence there exists a finite constant
#1 such that
r2eu# cos v and e&u# cos v.
Therefore HSr $HS. If W # HSr , then W=eu+v~ , r2eu# cos v, e&u# cos v
and #1. Hence
r2W#ev~ cos v and W&1#e&v~ cos v.
Put f =ev~ &iv, then both f and f &1 belongs to H p for some p<1 because
&v&?2. Hence for any a # D
r2W@(a)# Re f (a)# | f (a)|
and
W&1@ (a)# Re f &1(a)# | f &1(a)|.
This implies that W # A2, r and A2, r $HSr . (2) If rCr$ for some positive
constant C and W # HSr$ and W=eu+v~ with #$1, then r2eu(Cr$)2 eu
C2#$ cos v and e&u#$ cos v. This implies that W # HSr and HSr$ HSr .
(3) This condition follows trivially from (2). (4) When r#0, W # A2, r if and
only if W&1 # L1, and W # HSr if and only if W=eu+v~ and e&u# cos v.
If V=W&1 # L1, then V+iV =ec&v~ +iv and &v&?2 for some real
constant c. Hence V=ec&v~ cos v. If W is in L1, then u=&c&log(cos v)
belongs to L1, W=eu+v~ and e&u=ec cos v. (5) Suppose r&2  p>1 L
p.
When log r # L1, if W=r&2, then we can write W=eu+v~ where v=0,
u=&2 log r # L1, r2eu=cos v and e&ucos v. Hence W # HSr . If HSr=HS,
then r&2 # HS and hence r&2 # p>1 L
p. This contradicts the hypothesis
on r. When log r  L1, there exists r$ such that rr$1, log r$ # L1 but
(r$)&2  p>1 L
p. By (1) and (2), HSr $HSr$ $HS. If HSr=HS, then
HSr$=HS and hence (r$)&2 # HS. This contradicts that (r$)&2  p>1 L
p.
Thus HSr {HS.
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(6) If W # HSr , then by the proof of (1) there exists a function f in
H p with Re f # L1 such that
r2W# Re f and W&1# Re f &1.
If we put V=Re f, then Re f &1=V[V2+(V +c)2] for some real constant c.
Hence r2W#V and
W&1#
V
V 2+(V +c)2
V &1
and (V +c)2V 2+(V +c)2#VW. Conversely if 1# r2WV#W and
(V +c)2#VW, then r2W#V and V 2+(V +c)22#VW. Hence W&1
2#V[V2+(V +c)2]. If f =V+i(V +c), then f =ev~ +s&iv for some real
constant s where |v|?2, and hence
r2W#ev~ +s cos v and W&12#e&(v~ +s) cos v.
Put eu=We&v~ , then W # HSr .
Condition (6) of Theorem 1 with r#1 implies a result of Gaposkin [4].
That is, W # HS if and only if there exists a nonzero function V # L1 and
a real constant c such that
1
#
WV#W and (V +c)2#V 2
for some positive constant #1. Hence W # HS if and only if there is a
bounded function u1 and a real constant c such that
|V +c|<#V,
where V=e&u1W. We could not show that c=0. We can ask two natural
questions. Is the converse of (3) of Theorem 1 true? Is (4) of Theorem 1
true in general? The structure of HSr is not simple. We define two more
simple classes B0r and B
1
r of weights. Put
B0r =[W>0; W=W0W1 , log W # L
1, r2W0 # L, W &10 # L
,
W1=ev~ and |v|?2&= for some =>0]
and
B1r =[W>0; W=W0W1 , log W # L
1, r2W0 # L, W &10 # L
,
W1=ev~ and |v|?2].
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Then B1r $HSr $B0r $HS. There exists v such that |v|?2 and e&v~  L1.
Suppose W=W0W1=1_ev~ , then W # B1r and W
&1  L1. This and (1)
of Theorem 1 implies that W  HSr . Hence B1r  HSr for arbitrary r. If
W=r&2 with r&2  p>1 L
p, then W # B0r and W  HS. Hence B
0
r  HS for
some r. If r&1 # L, then HSr=B0r =HS. It is very nice if HSr=B
0
r for
arbitrary r. Unfortunately it is easy to see that it is not true. In fact, if
W # B0r then by definition W
&1 belongs to L p for some p>1. Then the
following characterization of W with W&1 # L1 shows that HSr {B0r for
some r0. Both W and W&1 belong to L1 and W>0 if and only if there
exists a nonzero r such that W # HSr & L1 if and only if W # HS0 & L1.
Suppose W>0 and W, W&1 # L1. Let k=W&1+i(W &1) t, then k is an
outer function, since Re k>0. Since |k&1|W, k&1 is in H1. Let V=Re(k&1),
then there exists a real constant c such that V +c=Im(k&1). Hence,
W&2
W&2+(W&1)t2
W=VW
and
(V +c)2=[Im(k&1)]2=
(W&1) t2
[W&2+(W&1) t2]2

1
W&2+(W&1) t2
=VW.
By (6) of Theorem 1, W # HSr & L1, where
r= W
&2
W &2+(W&1) t2
>0 a.e.
Conversely, if W # HSr & L1, then by (1) of Theorem 1, W, W&1 # L1. Then
we can choose r such that r>0 a.e. Now it is easy to see that W # L p and
W&1 # L p for some p>1 and W>0 if and only if there exists r such that
r>0 a.e., W # B0r & L
p for some p>1, since if W # B1r and 0<=<1 then
W1&= # B0r .
The following two lemmas will be used in Section 3. The first was used
by the second author in [11] and its proof is clear.
Lemma 1. Let u, v and r be real functions. Then |1&e&u&iv| 21&r2 if
and only if r2eu+e&u2 cos v.
Lemma 2. Let u, v and r be real functions, and 0r1.
r2eu# cos v and e&u# cos v
for some constant #>0 if and only if there exists a constant =>0 such that
|1&=e&u&iv| 21&(=r)2.
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Proof. If r2eu# cos v and e&u# cos v for some #>0, then
1
#2
r2eu+log #cos v and e&(u+log #)cos v.
Put ==1#, then
(=r)2 eu+log #+e&(u+log #)2 cos v.
By Lemma 1, |1&=e&u&iv| 21&(=r)2. Conversely, if |1&=e&u&iv| 2
1&(=r)2, then by Lemma 1
(=r)2 es+e&s2 cos v and s=u&log =.
Hence (=r)2 es2 cos v and e&s2 cos v. Therefore if #=2=, then r2eu
# cos v and e&u# cos v.
3. BOUNDED SINGULAR INTEGRAL OPERATORS
In this section, the first one-weighted norm inequality of HelsonSzego
type and the first two-weighted norm inequality of Koosis type are studied.
Theorem 2. Suppose :, ; are in L and W is a nonnegative function
in L1. Then
&S:, ; f &WC & f &W ( f # A+A 0)
for some positive constant C if and only if :&;0 and W belongs to HSr
with r=|:&;|&:&;& , or |:&;| W#0.
Proof. &S:, ;&W< if and only if &S:&;, 0&W< because S:, ; f =
(:&;) P+ f+;f ( f # A+A 0). We shall prove that &S:&;, 0&W< if and
only if :&;0 and W # HSr with r=|:&;|&:&;& , or |:&;| W#0.
Suppose &S:&;, 0&W< and C&S:&;, 0&W . Then, for f1 # A and f2 # A 0
&(:&;) f1&2WC2 & f1+ f2&2W .
Let W1=(C2&|:&;| 2) W, W2=W3=C2W, then
|
T
[ | f1| 2 W1+| f2| 2 W2+2 Re( f1 f 2W3)] dm0.
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By the CotlarSadosky lifting theorem [1], there exists a k in H1 such that
|W3&k| 2W1W2 and hence |C2W&k| 2C2(C2&|:&;| 2) W2. Suppose
|:&;| W0. Then 0<|k|2C 2W and hence log W # L1. Then
}1& kC 2W }
2
1&
|:&;| 2
C2
.
Put r$=|:&;|C and e&u&iv=kC2W where u and v are real functions,
u # L1, |v|?2, then 0r$1 and
|1&e&u&iv| 21&(r$)2.
By Lemma 2, eu+v~ belongs to HSr$ and hence by (1) of Theorem 1, e&u&v~ # L1.
Therefore C2We&u&v~ =ke&v~ +iv is a positive function in H 12 and hence by
the NeuwirthNewman theorem [9], it is a positive constant C$. Thus
W=C$C&2eu+v~ and W belongs to HSr$ . Put r=|:&;|&:&;& , then by
(2) of Theorem 1, W # HSr . For the converse, if |:&;| W#0, then
&S:&;, 0&W=0 and hence we may assume W # HSr . By definition of HSr
and Lemma 2, W=eu+v~ and
|1&=e&u&iv| 21&(=r)2
for some positive constant =. If k==We&u&iv, then k==ev~ &iv is an outer
function and
|W&k| 2[1&(=r)2] W2.
This implies that k # H1. Let W1=[1&(=r)2] W, W2=W2=W, then
|W3&k| 2W1W2 .
By the CotlarSadosky lifting theorem [1], for f1 # A and f2 # A 0
|
T
[ | f1| 2 W1+| f2| 2 W2+2 Re( f1 f 2W3)] dm0.
Hence,
&=rf1&2W& f1+ f2&
2
W .
Thus &S:&;, 0 f &2W&:&;&
2
 =
&2 & f &2W .
If ess.inf |:&;|>0 and W0 in Theorem 2, then by (3) of Theorem 1,
&S:, ;&W< if and only if W # HS (see [11]). Hence Theorem 2 shows
the HelsonSzego theorem [4]. The following theorem for :=1 and ;=0
is the Koosis theorem [6].
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Theorem 3. Suppose :, ; are in L with :&;0 and W is a nonnegative
function in L1. There exists a nonnegative function U with |:&;|U0 such
that
&S:, ; f &U& f &W ( f # A+A 0)
if and only if W&1 belongs to L1.
Proof. Suppose |:&;| U0 and &S:, ; f &U& f &W . Since max[ |:|2, |;|2]
UW, we have [ |:&;| U>0][W>0]T. Put d=(UW+=)12 for
some =>0, then |d:&d;| W0 and &Sd:, d; f &W& f &W . By Theorem 2,
W # HSr for r=d |:&;|&d(:&;)& . By (1) of Theorem 1, W&1 belongs
to L1. Conversely, if W&1 # L1, by the remark after Theorem 1 there exists
r$ with r$>0 a.e. such that W # HSr$ . There exists d # L such that d>0
a.e. and d |:&;|r$. By (2) of Theorem 1, W # HSr with r=d |:&;|
&d(:&;)& . By Theorem 2, &Sd:, d; f &WC & f &W . Put U=C&2 d 2W,
then &S:, ; f &U& f &W and |:&;| U0, since U>0 a.e and :&;0.
4. BOUNDED BELOW SINGULAR INTEGRAL OPERATORS
In this section, the second one-weighted norm inequality and the second
two-weighted norm inequality are studied. We could not give a necessary
and sufficient condition for the one-weighted inequality, in general. The
second author [11] gave a necessary and sufficient condition for that S:, ;
and S:, &; are bounded below w.r.t. W. When W # HS, if S:, ; is bounded
below w.r.t W, then S:, &; is also bounded below w.r.t. W. Hence his result
covers the Rochberg theorem for p=2. The first author [7] generalized
the above result for arbitrary p, 1< p<. In fact, Rochberg [10] gave
the necessary and sufficient condition for the invertibility of the Toeplitz
operators on weighted H p spaces for p, 1< p<. In Theorem 4, HSr $B0r
(see Section 2) but unfortunately HSr {B0r , in general. If r
&1 is bounded,
then HSr=B0r (see Section 2).
Lemma 3. Let r be a function in L with 0r1 and ess.inf |:;|>0.
The following (1) and (2) are equivalent.
(1) For any enough small positive constant =, there exist an inner
function Q and a real function t in L$ such that
:; &=2
|:; &=2|
=Qeit~ and We&t # B0r .
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(2) There exist an inner function Q and a real function l in L1 such that
:;
|:; |
=Qeil and We&l # B0r .
Proof. Put eis=(:; ) |:; &=2||:; | (:; &=2) and l=t&s~ , then
:;
|:; |
=Qeit~ eis=eicQeil
for some real constant c and
:; &=2
|:; &=2|
=eicQeil e&is=Qeit~ .
Since We&l=(We&t) es~ and &s&  0 as =  0, for enough small =>0 it
is easy to show that We&l # B0r if and only if We
&t # B0r by definition of B
0
r
in Section 2. These imply the equivalence of (1) and (2).
Theorem 4. Suppose :, ; are in L and W is a nonnegative function in
L1 satisfying |:&;| W0.
(1) If there exists a positive constant $ such that
&S:, ; f &W$ & f &W ( f # A+A 0),
then for each positive constant =<$ there exist an inner function Q and a
real function t in L1 such that
:; &=2
|:; &=2|
=Qeit~ and We&t # HSr ,
where r=|:&;|&:&;& , and :; &=2, : and ; are invertible in L.
(2) If for each enough small positive constant = there exist an inner
function Q and a real function t in L1 such that
:; &=2
|:; &=2|
=Qeit~ and We&t # B0r ,
where r=|:&;|&:&;& , and :; &=2, : and ; are invertible in L, then
&S:, ; f &W$ & f &W ( f # A+A 0)
for some positive constant $.
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Proof. (1) Suppose &S:, ; f &W  $ & f &W ( f # A + A 0). Let W$1 =
(|:| 2&$2)W, W$2=( |;| 2&$2)W, W$3=(:; &$2) W. Then, for f1 # A and
f2 # A 0 ,
|
T
[ | f1| 2 W$1+| f2| 2 W$2+2 Re( f1 f 2 W$3)] dm0.
By the CotlarSadosky lifting theorem [1], W$10, W$20, and there
exists a k$ in H 1 such that |W$3&k$| 2W$1 W$2 . Hence ( |:| 2&$2) W0,
( |;| 2&$2) W0, and |(:; &$2) W&k$| 2( |:| 2&$2)( |;| 2&$2) W2. If
k$#0, then $2 |:&;| 2 W20. This contradiction implies that k$#0. Since
( |:| 2&$2)( |;| 2&$2)|:; &$2| 2, we have 0<|k$|2 |:; &$2| W and
hence W>0. Hence |:|$ and |;|$. If 0<=<$, then
&S:, ; f &W= & f &W ( f # A+A 0).
Let W1=(|:| 2&=2) W, W2=(|;| 2&=2), W3=(:; &=2) W. Then, for f1 # A
and f2 # A 0 ,
|
T
[ | f1| 2 W1+| f2| 2 W2+2 Re( f1 f 2W3)] dm0.
By the CotlarSadosky lifting theorem [1], there exists a k in H1 such that
|W3&k| 2W1W2 . Hence,
|(:; &=2) W&k| 2(|:| 2&=2)( |;| 2&=2) W2.
Since |:|$, |;|$ and 0<=<$, we have |:; &=2||:;|&=2$2&=2>0.
Hence :; &=2, : and ; are invertible in L. If k#0, then =2|:&;| 2W20.
This contradiction implies that k0. Since ( |:|2&=2)( |;| 2&=2)|:; &=2|2,
we have 0<|k|2 |:; &=2| W and hence log( |:; &=2| W) # L1. Then
}1& k(:; &=2) W }
2

(|:| 2&=2)( |;| 2&=2)
|:; &=2| 2
.
If e&u&iv=k(:; &=2) W and q== |:&;||:; &=2| where u and v are real
functions, then |1&e&u&iv| 21&q2, (:; &=2) W=keu+iv and |:; &=2| W=
|k| eu. Hence we can take u, v in L1 and |v|?2. By the innerouter
factorization of k, k=Q exp[log |k|+i(log |k| ) t] where Q is an inner
function. Put t=&v~ +log |k|, then
:; &=2
|:; &=2|
=
k
|k|
eiv=Q$eit~ ,
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where Q$=Qeic for some real constant c and by Lemma 2
|:; &=2| We&t=eu+v~ # HSq .
Let u0=log |:; &=2|, then u0 # L and We&t=e(u&u0)+v~ . Since q2eu# cos v
and e&u# cos v, we have q2eu&u0(#e&u0&) cos v and e&(u&u0)
(#e&u0&) cos v. Hence We&t # HSq . If r=|:&;|&:&;& , then both rq
and qr are bounded. Hence by (2) of Theorem 1, We&t belongs to HSr .
(2) If for each enough small positive constant = there exist an inner
function Q and a real function t in L1 such that
:; &=2
|:; &=2|
=Qeit~ and We&t # B0r ,
then by Lemma 3
:;
|:; |
=Qei(c+ l ) and We&l # B0r
and l=t&s~ , where eis=(:; ) |:; &=2||:; | (:; &=2) and c is a real constant.
Note &s&  0 as =  0 since ess.inf |:;|>0. By definition of B0r , We&l=
eu0+v~ 0 where u0 # L1, &v0&<?2,
r2eu0#0 cos v0 and e&u0#0 cos v0 .
Since t&l=s~ and &s&  0 as =  0,
We&t=We&le&s~ =eu0+(v0&s)~
and &v0&s&<?2. Put u1=u0 and v1=v0&s, then for small =>0
:; &=2
|:; &=2|
=Qeit~ and We&t=eu1+v~ 1 # B0r ,
where
r2eu1#= cos v1 and e&u1#= cos v1 .
Since v1=v0&s and &s&  0 as =  0, #= is bounded. Put u=u1+log #= ,
v=v1 and \=r#= , then #= We&t=eu+v~ , \2eucos v and e&ucos v, and
hence
\2eu+e&u2 cos v.
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Put W$=#=W|:; &=2|, then |:; &=2| W$e&t=#=We&t. Put k=(:; &=2)
W$e&u&iv, then k=Qet+it~ ev~ &iv is in H p for some p>0 and by Lemma 1,
}1& k(:; &=2) W$ }
2
=|1&e&u&iv | 21&\2.
Hence |k|CW$ for some positive constant C and so k # H1. If we put
q== |:&;||=2&:; |, then
q
\
=#=
&:&;&
|:&;|
= |:&;|
|:; &=2|
=
=#= &:&;&
|:; &=2|
and hence there exists =>0 such that q\ because #= and &(:; &=2)&1&
are bounded. Therefore
|(:; &=2) W$&k| 2|:; &=2| 2 (1&q2) W$2=(|:| 2&=2)( |;| 2&=2) W$2.
Since : and ; are invertible in L and = is enough small, we have |:|=
and |;|  =. Let W1 = ( |:| 2 & =2) W$, W2 = ( |;| 2 & =2) W$ and W3 =
(:; &=2) W$. Then, |W3&k| 2W1 W2 . By the CotlarSadosky lifting
theorem, for f1 # A and f2 # A 0 ,
|
T
[ | f1| 2 W1+| f2| 2+2 Re( f1 f 2W3)] dm0.
Hence &S:, ; f &W $= & f &W $ ( f # A+A 0) and so &S:, ; f &W$ & f &W for
some positive constant $ because WW$, W$W # L.
Corollary. Suppose :, ; are in L with ess.inf |:&;|>0 and W is a
nonnegative function in L1. Then the following (1)(3) are equivalent.
(1) &S:, ; f &W$ & f &W ( f # A+A 0) for some positive constant $.
(2) There exist a positive constant =<$, an inner function Q and a
real function l in L1 such that
:; &=2
|:; &=2|
=Qeil and We&l # HS
where :; &=2, : and ; are invertible in L.
(3) There exist an inner function Q and a real function t in L1 such that
:;
|:; |
=Qeit~ and We&t # HS
and both : and ; are invertible in L.
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Proof. If ess.inf |:&;|>0 and r=|:&;|&:&;& , then by (3) of
Theorem 1 and the remark in Section 2, HSr=B0r =HS. Hence the
equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from Theorem 4. The equivalence of (2)
and (3) follows from Lemma 3.
Theorem 5. Suppose :, ; are in L with :&;0 and W is a nonnegative
function in L1. There exists a nonnegative function U with |:&;| U0 such
that
&S:, ; f &W& f &U ( f # A+A 0)
if and only if there exist a real constant c and a real function t in L1 such
that
:;
|:; |
=ei(c+t~ ) and
et
|:; | W
# L1.
Proof. Suppose &S:, ; f &W& f &U ( f # A+A 0). Let W1=|:| 2 W&U,
W2=|;| 2 W&U, W3=:; W&U. Then, for f1 # A and f2 # A 0 ,
|
T
[ | f1| 2 W1+| f2| 2 W2+2 Re( f1 f 2W3)] dm0.
By the CotlarSadosky lifting theorem [1], W10, W20, and there exists
a k in H1 such that |W3&k|2W1W2 . Hence, |:| 2 W&U0, |;|2 W&U0,
and
|(:; W&U )&k| 2(|:| 2 W&U )( |;| 2 W&U ).
By a calculation,
( |:| 2 W&U )12 ( |;| 2 W&U )12|:; | W&U
and hence
|:; W&k|( |:| 2 W&U )12 ( |;|2 W&U )12+U|:; | W.
If k#0, then |:; W&U|2(|:| 2 W&U)( |;| 2 W&U) and hence |:&;|2 WU
#0. Hence |:&;| U=0 on [W>0]. Since Umin[ |:| 2, |;| 2] W, we have
U=0 on [W=0], and hence |:&;| U#0. This contradiction implies that
k is a nonzero function. Hence log |:; W| # L1 because |k|2 |:; W|. There
exists an outer function g in H1 such that |:; W|=| g|. Hence |:; W&k|
| g|. By a lemma of Koosis [2, p. 161] there exists an outer function f in
H1 such that
:;
g
W=
f
| f |
.
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gf is an outer function in H1 and hence gf =et+i(t~ +c) where t=log | gf |
and c is a real constant. Thus
:;
|:; |
=
gf
| gf |
=ei(t~ +c)
and
et
|:; | W
=
et
| g|
=| f | # L1.
We will show the converse. Put G=et|:; | W, then G # L1. Put
k=et+i(c+t~ )(G+iG ), then |k|etG=|:; | W and hence k # H1. Since
:; |:; |=ei(c+t~ ),
|:; W&k|= } :; W&e
t+i(c+t~ )
G+iG }= } |:; | W&
et
G+iG }
=|:; | W } 1& GG+iG }=|:; | W }
G
G+iG }.
Let U=G2W(G2+G 2), then U>0 and
|:; W&k| 2=|:; | 2 W(W&U ).
We may assume |:|1 and |;|1. For all f = f1+ f2 # A+A 0 ,
| |S:, ; f | 2 W dm&| |P+ f | 2 |:; | 2 U dm
=| | f1| 2 ( |:| 2 W&|:| 2 |;| 2 U ) dm+| | f2| 2 |;| 2 W dm
+2 Re | f1 f 2(:; W&k) dm
| | f1| 2 |:| 2 (W&U ) dm+| | f2|2 |;| 2 W dm
&2 | | f1 f 2| |:; | W 12(W&U )12 dm
=| [ | f1| |:| (W&U )12&| f2| |;| W12]2 dm0.
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Similarly,
| |S:; f | 2 W dm&| |P& f | 2 |:; | 2 U dm
=| | f1| 2 |:| 2 W dm+| | f2| 2 ( |;| 2 W&|:| 2 |;| 2 U ) dm
+2 Re | f1 f 2(:; W&k) dm
=| | f1| 2 |:| 2 W dm+| | f2| 2 |;| 2 (W&U ) dm
&2 | | f1 f 2| |:; | W 12(W&U )12 dm0.
Suppose U$=|:; | 2 U4, then U$>0. Since :&;0, |:&;| U$0 and
&S:, ; f &W&P+ f &U$+&P& f &U$& f &U$ .
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